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Q. Explore how the poet of Lament presents a moving picture of grief. 

 

Ans. 

 Gillian Clarke in her poem „Lament‟ pays tribute to the sufferings that the Gulf War caused. It is 

a Lament for all those affected by the atrocity of war. She creates a moving picture of grief by 

punctuating the entire poem with images of death and darkness. 

 She begins the first stanza with word „For‟ which she repeats throughout the poem hence 

reinforcing the urgency and emphasizing on the misery war has caused. The green turtle‟s “pulsing 

burden” depicts the eggs and the grief that she carries within her. Being a part of endangered species she 

is naturally sensitive of her parenthood. Her “nest of sickness” promises an unsafe upbringing and future 

for her eggs hence implying that there is no refuge. 

 Moreover, she continues lamenting by mentioning the cormorant who is doomed to die wearing 

his “funeral silk”. This is the result of the largest oil spill in history causing the birds to be covered in oil 

whose texture resembles silk. Further visual imagery makes the grief vivid such as the “veil of 

iridescence” and the “shadow on the sea”. This refers to the covering of oil on the sand and the sea 

showing the failure and helplessness nature feels since it has lost its originality, purpose and assets, hence 

covering its true colours. 

 Moving on she mentions the “mortal stain” that implies death due to war which is a stain on 

humanity. She mentions “Ahmed” which is a common identifiable Muslim name who suffers by staying 

in his own country wishing to escape. However the “closed border” depicts that all means of fleeing have 

vanished. She portrays soldiers in “the uniform of fire” which depicts the universal sufferings. 

 Furthermore, she mentions the men who joined in the army for the purpose of honor, fame and 

entertainment. This was a false hope. 

 The rare animals which are prized possession in any country have all been “struck dumb” hence it 

is an elegy to those silenced by the war. 

 Long term suffering is portrayed with images like “restless wader”, “long migrations” and “slow 

dying” which adds to the misery. No hope is left as sun has been “veiled” and only the stench of violence 

is in the air. 

 War has left all resources vulnerable and of no use such as “burnt earth”, “sun put out”, “scalded 

ocean” and the “blazing well”. 

 Years of work done to develop communications, understanding and tradition have been destroyed 

and confusion and chaos reign.  

 Therefore, Gillian Clarke paints a moving picture of grief with the help of striking visual images 

and powerful emotions. 
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Comment [N1]: not a fitting adjective; use 
regret, sympathy or the like but tribute will not be 
apt. 

Comment [N2]: extended to the nature at large 
as a target. 

Comment [N3]: the rsponse should sound 
unbiased and free from third person allusions to the 
poet/writer. instead use" the first stanza begins 
with..." or " the green turtles appear with the first 
stanza which..." 

Comment [N4]: urgency of what? an incomplete 
comment . 

Comment [N5]: the she-turtle or " it". 

Comment [N6]: in the next stanza , the lament 
continues and focuses on the cormorant  

Comment [N7]: appears to have been doomed 

Comment [N8]: which is the reference to the oil 
spills... 

Comment [N9]: identity 

Comment [N10]: concealing 

Comment [N11]: literally refers to the oil rigs on 
fire but implies... 

Comment [N12]: the mention of a comon 
muslim name "Ahmed " extends the tragedy to both 
the countries at war who have muslim population. 

Comment [N13]: its a very strong image which 
has to dealt with sensibly.what is the plight of 
humanity which is presented here with full force? 
wha is ironic about this ' uniform of fire'? the fact 
that a soldier is dying such a pathetic death? what 
are other implications brought forwrd? 

Comment [N14]: again a great opportunity 
wasted. the irony lying qith the mention how youth 
joins the armed forces for the lure it offers and the 
likelihood  of repurcussions?  

Comment [N15]: no referential or transition 
points are mentioned here . You are not numbering 
the stanzas not you are offering the evidence that 
you are commenting on. 

Comment [N16]: how? 

Comment [N17]: a reference to thick black 
'veiling' smoke emnating from the wells on fire. 

Comment [N18]: I feel that this would not yield 
a satisfactory remark  as i think you need to respond 
more sensitively and in detail. refer to the class 
notes and annotaions that you must have had in 
class. 


